Introduction:

Pediatric dentists must provide answers to parents about the oral health of their children and intercept developing malocclusions that are within treatment talents. 1 One key diagnostic feature for future occlusion status is the occlusion of primary dentition. Premature primary tooth loss has been known to cause space loss with resultant malocclusion. 2 Maintenance of the space may eliminate the need for prolonged orthodontic treatment; for which clinicians prescribe various types of space maintainers. In this century, pediatric dentists aim to incorporate esthetics while maintaining space, by giving esthetic space maintainers to children. 5

Some changes have appeared in the preparation of fixed space maintainers ever since Buonocore 4 reported that process of acid etching could increase the rate at which resin holds on to surface of the enamel.

In this century, dental esthetics is on the mind of more adolescents & children. So pediatric dentists aim to incorporate esthetics while maintaining space, by giving esthetic space maintainers to children. 5

Most commonly two different forms of esthetic space maintainers are in use. One designed with an orthodontic wire and other includes the use of Fiber reinforced composite (FRC). This paper describes two cases where space loss is prevented by the use of resin bonded esthetic space maintainers.

Case report 1: A 9 years old boy reported to the Department of Pedodontics and Preventive Dentistry with multiple grossly decayed teeth (Figure 1). A complete medical and dental history was taken. After the intraoral and radiographic examinations with periapical and panoramic radiographs, it was decided to extract the grossly decayed mandibular primary
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second molars. With parental consent, extraction was done and space length of lost teeth was evaluated. The Fiber Reinforced Composite, (Ribbond THM, Ribbond Inc, Seattle, Wash) was cut in proper length to the size after intraoral measurement (Figure 2). The prepared dental surfaces were cleaned with pumice, etched by using 37% phosphoric acid, then rinsed, dried lightly, wetted by light curing adhesive, Prime & Bond NT (Caulk, Milford, DE, USA) and light cured. A thin layer of flowable composite (Teric Flow, Vivadent, Lichtenstein) was applied onto tooth surfaces without light cure. Ribbond was positioned onto intended area (Figure 3) and after preliminary curing; restorative composite was further cured for 40 seconds at several points. Occlusion was carefully checked. Finishing and polishing was done to achieve a good esthetic outcome (Figure 4). Patient had controlled appointments at 1 week and was checked after every 3 months.

**Case Report 2:** A 8.6 years old girl reported to the department with her parents with the chief complaint of badly decayed teeth in her mouth. After complete history taking, intraoral and radiographic examinations, she was diagnosed as the patient with rampant caries (Figure 5). Endodontic and restorative procedures were performed and it was decided to extract some unrestorable teeth (Figure 6). Space maintenance was done using fixed simple wire space maintainer, bonded with flowable composite resin. Prepared rectangular space maintainer was made 1mm away from gingival margin, bonded onto the buccal surfaces of abutment teeth. Abutment teeth were cleaned with pumice polishing paste, subjected to etching by 37% phosphoric acid. After application of bonding agent, Prime & Bond NT, fixed space maintainer was placed on abutment teeth. Bonding was done using Teric Flow, a flowable composite resin and light curing for 40 seconds. Process was completed by finishing and polishing. Patient was highly comfortable with the space maintainer because of comfort and favorable esthetic results (Figure 7).

Patient was recalled every 3 months for the evaluation of space maintainer and abutment teeth.

**Discussion:**

The placement of the proper space maintainer in children requires the knowledge of the growth process of the dental arch. The space maintainers most commonly used were reported as being band-loop or crown-loop space maintainers prepared in laboratory conditions. In this study, esthetic fixed space maintainers were given that dentist could easily prepare near the patient without needing any laboratory stage.

In this study, flowable composites are used because of their thixotropic qualities, could better adapt to the difficult places to access and that lower air bubbles could emerge during the application.8 The use of FRCR is a well established option for the replacement of missing teeth. It is a polyethylene plasma-treated fiber system, semi manufactured product made of fiber system, thermoplastic polymer, and light curing resin matrix for reinforcing dental polymer. FRC is made of unidirectional fibres, which increase the strength and stiffness of the final product perpendicular to the direction of the fibres. FRCR space maintainers are easy to apply, are reliable on adhesive bonding and generally require only one visit, eliminating annual steps.9

Simple wire fixed space maintainer is simple to fabricate and require single visit without needing any laboratory stage. Simsek et al6 determined that failure rate after 15.6 month follow-up was 5%, as compared to 10-11% failure reported with Band and loop space maintainers.10 The use of such space maintainers eliminates the problem of rotation in the abutment teeth, which is normally a matter of concern with other space maintainers.

Esthetic space maintainers do not have any contact with adjacent periodontal tissues, thereby eliminating periodontal problems afflicted with conventional fixed space maintainers. They take less space in the oral cavity, which makes them feel natural and easier to clean. The laboratory procedures are eliminated because they do not require casts.

**Conclusion:**

This case report showed that esthetic space maintainers can be a new alternative to conventional fixed space maintainers used in pediatric dentistry.
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